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The synthesis, X-ray crystal and electronic band structures as well as magnetotransport and magnetic

properties of the a-(BEDT-TTF)2[Mn2Cl5(H2O)5] radical cation salt with a new type of magnetic

polymeric complex anion, [Mn2Cl5(H2O)5]�N, are reported. The crystal structure is characterized by

radical cation layers alternating with layers of the polymeric 1-D chain anions constructed from

MnCl3(H2O)3 and MnCl4(H2O)2 octahedra connected to each other via the apical Cl atoms. The

calculated electronic band structure suggests that the salt should be a stable 2-D metal and the

conductivity measurements show that it exhibits metallic behavior down to 0.4 K. Shubnikov-de Haas

oscillations, observed at B > 10 T, are characterized by two fundamental frequencies, corresponding to

cross-sections of the Fermi surface, in agreement with the electronic band structure calculations.

Magnetic measurements reveal antiferromagnetic correlations in the anion network.
Introduction

A large interest is currently devoted to hybrid multifunctional

materials combining different physical properties. The family of

low-dimensional radical cation salts based on organic p-donors

with paramagnetic metal complex anions is an important class of

such materials.1 Since in these molecular systems the spins of the

conducting network are polarized by the magnetic layers, these

compounds are regarded as promising candidates for

molecular electronics (spintronics). In recent years a steady

progress in the study of organic magnetic conductors has been

achieved. Several organic charge-transfer salts with anions

containing magnetic ions have been synthesized and character-

ized. Significant new results have been obtained by using the

magnetic anions [MX4]n� (X ¼ Cl, Br; M: transition

metal), [MX(CN)5]3� (X ¼ CN, NO), [M(C2O4)3]3�, and

[MIIMIII(C2O4)3]3� as well as polyoxometalates. For instance, the

following paramagnetic metals have been obtained:

(BEDT-TTF)3CuCl4$H2O,2 (BDH-TTP)2FeCl4,
3 (BET-TTF)2

FeCl4,
4 b00-(BEDO-TTF)2.42{K2[CrNO(CN)5]},5 b00-(BEDO-TTF)6

(H3O
+)x[M(CN)6]$G2�x (G is a guest solvent molecule),6

(BEDO-TTF)3[FeIICrIII(C2O4)3](H2O)3.5
7 and b00-(BEDT-TTF)5
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[H3V10O28]$4H2O.8 It has also been demonstrated that supercon-

ductivity and paramagnetism coexist in the isostructural radical

cation salts b00-(BEDT-TTF)4H3O
+[M(C2O4)3]$G, (M ¼ Fe,

Cr).1b,9 The antiferromagnetic superconductors k-(BETS)2FeX4

(X ¼ Cl, Br),1d,10 k-(BETS)2Mn[N(CN)2]3
11 and b-(BDA-TTP)2

FeCl4
12 have been synthesized, and magnetic field induced super-

conductivity has been recently found in l-(BETS)2FeCl4
1d,13 and

k-(BETS)2FeBr4.10 In addition, the first layered ferromagnetic

organic metals with bimetallic oxalates, (D)x[MIICr(C2O4)3]$G

(D ¼ BEDT-TTF and BETS; x z 3), have been discovered.14

As a part of our general research effort intending to extend the

range of molecular materials combining two properties in the

same crystal, we have recently obtained the a-(BEDT-TTF)2

[Mn2Cl5(H2O)5] (1) radical cation salt. Although there are

a number of BEDT-TTF-based conducting charge transfer salts

with magnetic chloromanganate(II) anions,15 the title compound

is an interesting example because it includes a new type of magnetic

polymeric complex [Mn2Cl5(H2O)5]�N as counterion and exhibits

stable metallic properties down to 0.4 K. Herein, we report the

synthesis, crystal and electronic structures, magnetotransport and

magnetic properties of this new hybrid molecular system.
Experimental

Synthesis

Starting compounds, BEDT-TTF, MnCl2$4H2O, (NH4)3[Fe(ox)3]$

3H2O, FeCl3$6H2O, NH4Cl, chlorobenzene (CB), benzonitrile (BN)

and 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) were used as received (Aldrich);

18-crown-6 (Aldrich) was purified by recrystallization from

acetonitrile and dried in vacuum at 30 �C over P2O5.

Crystals of the radical cation salt 1 were grown following the

method of electro-crystallization in conventional H-shaped cells
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



with Pt electrodes. The electro-oxidation of BEDT-TTF

(2.5� 10�5 M) was carried out at a constant current (0.3–0.5 mA)

and at fixed temperature (�25 � C) in the presence of different

supporting electrolytes. The following three kinds of electrolytes

were examined: (1) (NH4)3[Fe(ox)3]$3H2O (2.3 � 10�4 M) +

MnCl2$4H2O (2.5 � 10�4 M) + 18-crown-6 (6.9 � 10�4 M) in the

mixture of solvents: BN, TCB and EtOH in a 1 : 2 : 0.3 molar

ratio (33 ml); (2) FeCl3$6H2O (1.8 � 10�4 M) + MnCl2$4H2O

(2.5 � 10�4 M) + 18-crown-6 (5.6 � 10�4 M) + NH4Cl

(5.4� 10�4 M) in CB (25 ml) + 10 v/v % EtOH; (3) MnCl2$4H2O

(2.5 � 10�4 M), NH4Cl (5 � 10�4 M) and 18-crown-6 (5 � 10�4

M) in the mixture of solvents: TCB, CB and EtOH (1 : 1 : 0.2,

22 ml). The third case is the most convenient one. Good quality

single crystals were obtained at a constant current of 0.5 mA after

2 weeks. The use of the electrolytes (1) and (2) was associated

with attempts to prepare the BEDT-TTF salts containing

bimetallic oxalato (or chloro) complexes as counter ions.

However, crystals of a-(BEDT-TTF)2[Mn2Cl5(H2O)5] were

formed in these cases.
X-Ray crystallography and band structure calculations

Crystal data of 1. C20H26Cl5Mn2O5S16, M ¼ 1146.50, ortho-

rhombic, Cmc21, a ¼ 78.612(3), b ¼ 10.6365(5), c ¼ 9.6012(4) Å,

V ¼ 8028.1(6) Å3, Z ¼ 8, Dcalc ¼ 1.897 g cm�3, m ¼ 18.29 cm�1,

F(000) ¼ 4616, T ¼ 295(2) K, 2qmax ¼ 58.74�, reflections

measured 43 900, unique reflections 9507 (Rint ¼ 0.0446),

reflections with I > 2s(I) ¼ 7186, parameters refined 520, R1 ¼
0.0504, wR2 ¼ 0.1336, GOF ¼ 1.052, Flack x parameter 0.41(3).

X-Ray experimental data were collected on a single

crystal (0.8 � 0.4 � 0.4 mm3) at room temperature using an

Oxford Diffraction Gemini-R diffractometer equipped with

a Ruby CCD detector [l(Mo Ka) ¼ 0.71073 Å, graphite

monochromator, u-scans]. Data reduction with empirical

absorption correction of experimental intensities (Scale3Ab-

sPack program) was made with the CrysAlisPro software.16

The structure was solved by a direct method followed by

Fourier syntheses and refined by a full-matrix least-squares

method in an anisotropic approximation for all non-hydrogen

atoms, with the SHELX-97 programs.17 The positions of the

H-atoms were calculated geometrically in the terminal ethylene

parts of BEDT-TTF and restrained by DFIX instructions in

the H2O groups of the anion in the ordered anion layer,

Uiso(H) were fixed at 1.2Ueq(C) or 1.5Ueq(O). In the disordered

anion layer the water hydrogen atoms were not defined. The

compound crystallizes in the non-centrosymmetric space group

Cmc21 and racemic twinning is present; the enantiomorphic

domain scale factor is refined to 0.41(3). Note that the
Fig. 1 The layered structure of
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diffraction pattern consists of two types of reflections: sharp

and intense diffraction peaks with k ¼ 2n, which describe an

average structure, and lines of weak and spread additional

reflections with k ¼ 2n + 1 whose topology and intensity varied

from synthesis to synthesis. All weak reflections, along with the

strong ones, were included into the Cmc21 refinement revealing

positional ordering both inside and between the anion layers.

Previously, the unit cell parameters were published in the

monoclinic setting: P21/c, a ¼ 10.637, b ¼ 9.601, c ¼ 39.667 Å,

b ¼ 97.73�, V ¼ 4014.2 Å3, Z ¼ 4.18

The tight-binding band structure calculations were based

upon the effective one-electron Hamiltonian of the extended

H€uckel method.19 The off-diagonal matrix elements of the

Hamiltonian were calculated according to the modified Wolfs-

berg-Helmholz formula.20 All valence electrons were explicitly

taken into account in the calculations and the basis set con-

sisted of double-z Slater-type orbitals for C and S and single-z

Slater-type orbitals for H. The exponents, contraction coeffi-

cients and atomic parameters for C, S and H were taken from

the previous work.21
Transport and magnetic measurements

Sample resistance was measured using a four-probe technique by

a lock-in detector at 20 Hz alternating current. The resistance

measurements in the temperature range (0.4–300 K) were carried

out in a cryostat with a superconducting solenoid, which gener-

ated a magnetic field of up to 17.2 T.

The temperature dependence of the magnetic moment was

studied using a Quantum Design MPMS 5XL SQUID

magnetometer in a constant magnetic field (H ¼ 1 kOe) at

2–300 K. The measurements were performed on polycrystalline

samples.
Results and discussion

Crystal and electronic band structure

The structure of a-(BEDT-TTF)2[Mn2Cl5(H2O)5] (1) crystals is

made of radical cation layers alternating along the a-axis with

layers of the polymeric chain anions [Mn2Cl5(H2O)5]�N (Fig. 1).

The asymmetric unit includes two independent donor molecules

in general positions, the [Mn2Cl5(H2O)5] anion in a half-occupied

general position and half of the anion unit in a special position on

the m-plane. The unit cell contains four donor layers and four

anion layers, one donor layer and two anion layers being

symmetrically independent.
1 projected along the b axis.

CrystEngComm, 2009, 11, 2102–2109 | 2103



Fig. 2 (a) The anion layer [Mn2Cl5(H2O)5]�N in 1 with two different

representations (atoms and polyhedra) of the symmetry related infinite

anion chains. The dotted lines highlight the O–H/Cl hydrogen bonds

(see Table 1 for the hydrogen bonds geometry). (b–d) Some known types

of infinite chloromanganate 1-D chains: (b) [MnCl3]�N chain of face-

shared octahedra in [(CH3)4N][MnCl3]23 and d-(BEDT-TTF)3

[MnCl3]2(C2H5OH);15d (c) [Mn2Cl5(C2H5OH)]�N chain of edge-shared

octahedra in b-(BEDT-TTF)2[Mn2Cl5(C2H5OH)];15c (d) chain of corner-

shared [MnCl4(H2O)2] octahedra in a-Rb[MnCl3(H2O)2].23b,24

2104 | CrystEngComm, 2009, 11, 2102–2109
Both anion layers contain infinite anion chains

[Mn2Cl5(H2O)5]�N running along the c direction. Fig. 2a gives

two different representations of the symmetry related chains in

the anion layer. The zigzag chains are constructed from

MnCl3(H2O)3 and MnCl4(H2O)2 octahedra connected to each

other via apical Cl atoms. The independent anion layers differ by

symmetry and degree of disorder. Anion layers on mirror

m-planes (x ¼ 0, 0.5) are almost completely ordered while the

other two layers (x ¼ 0.25, 0.75) lie on b glide planes and inside

these layers two equivalent anion chains with half occupation are

mutually displaced by a half-translation along b. The observed

positional disorder is not induced by the high Cmc21 symmetry

but really occurs in the structure since the same disorder remains

upon symmetry lowering.

Within the zigzag chain the Mn atom positions form almost

equilateral triangles with Mn/Mn distances of 4.604(1),

4.636(1) and 4.825(1) Å. The bridging Mn–Cl–Mn angle along

the chain is 123.03(5)� while similar angles with the lateral

fragments are 117.59(6) and 119.38(6)�. The interchain Mn/Mn

distance is 5.553(1) Å. The Mn–Cl interatomic distances to the

bridging Cl atom shared by three octahedra are 2.739(2), 2.751(2)

Å in [MnCl4(H2O)2] and 2.631(2) Å in [MnCl3(H2O)3], while the

Mn–Cl distances to the terminal Cl atoms are 2.463(1) and

2.491(1) Å in the former and the latter octahedra, respectively.

A similar tendency to increase the Mn–Cl bond distance upon

increasing the number of Mn atoms in the coordination sphere of

Cl has been observed earlier in different structural motifs from

[MnClxO6�x] octahedra including infinite chains of different

geometry.22

A stable strictly regular distribution of the ligands along the

chains is observed: water ligands always occur between chlorines

and vice versa. Owing to this specific positional ordering, all

octahedra within the anion layer are self-assembled and well

connected by numerous hydrogen bonds from H2O molecules to

Cl atoms (dotted lines in Fig. 2a) which occur inside and between

the chains. The geometrical details of these hydrogen bonds are

described in Table 1. This kind of extensive hydrogen bonding is

typical of infinite chains formed by corner-linked Mn octahedra

with mixed chlorine–water ligands and is responsible for the

folding of the chains into a zigzag configuration.

Up to now a number of BEDT-TTF-based radical cation salts

with chloromanganate(II) anions have been synthesized and

structurally characterized: b0-(BEDT-TTF)3[MnCl4]2 (2),15a b00-

(BEDT-TTF)3[MnCl4](C2H3Cl3) (3),15b b-(BEDT-TTF)2[Mn2Cl5-

(C2H5OH)] (4),15c d-(BEDT-TTF)3[MnCl3]2(C2H5OH) (5),15d

(BEDT-TTF)4[MnCl4](CH2Cl2)2 (6),15e a0-(BEDT-TTF)7[MnCl4]2-

(C2H3Cl3)2 (7).15f The crystals 2, 3, 5 and 6 are semiconductors,
Table 1 Geometry of hydrogen O–H/Cl bonds in the anion layer
of 1.a,b

O–H/Cl H/Cl/Å O/Cl/Å O–H/Cl/�

O1 H1a Cl3 2.28(2) 3.093(4) 170(5)
O1 H1b Cl2i 2.37(3) 3.124(3) 153(5)
O2 H2a Cl2ii 2.30(2) 3.111(4) 167(5)
O2 H2b Cl3iii 2.37(4) 3.132(4) 152(6)

a O–H bond lengths were restrained to values of 0.82(1) Å. b Symmetry
operations: (i) x, 1 � y, 0.5 + z; (ii) �x, �y, 0.5 + z; (iii) �x, �y, z � 0.5.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



Table 2 Intermolecular S/S contacts shorter than 3.70 Å and absolute
values of the transfer integrals |bHOMO–HOMO| for the different donor/
donor interactions a–f (see Fig. 3) in the radical cation layer of 1

Interaction S/S contact distances/Å |bHOMO–HOMO|/eV

a — 0.1653
b — 0.1566
c 3.549(2), 3.634 (3), 3.659(2) 0.2265
d 3.561(2), 3.648(3), 3.696(2) 0.2270
e 3.534(2), 3.663(2) 0.2240
f 3.556(2), 3.667(3) 0.2198
while the crystals 4 and 7 exhibit metallic properties down to 2 K (at

ambient pressure) and 1.2 K ($2.9 kbar), respectively. The anion

part of crystals consists of discrete tetrahedra [MnCl4]2� (in 2, 3, 6, 7)

or different polymeric chains (in 4, 5). It should be noted that the

salts 3, 5 and 7 are unexpectedly obtained when the straightforward

electrochemical synthesis started from BEDT-TTF and the ‘‘Mn12’’-

cluster. In our case, the single crystals 1 were also initially acciden-

tally obtained during an attempt to have the BEDT-TTF salt with

bimetallic complexes of the [MIIMIII(C2O4)3]
� type. Luckily, the

title BEDT-TTF salt has been found to include a novel magnetic

polymeric anion of MnII. Some previously known types of polymeric

chains in chloromanganates(II) are shown in Fig. 2b–d. The

structural features of the infinite chain from [MnCl6] octahedra

in 5 (Mn/Mn 3.359 Å) are quite similar to those of

linear chain antiferromagnets such as [(CH3)4N][MnCl3]23

(Fig. 2b). The antiferromagnetic 1-D chain in 415c is described

as [Mn2Cl5(C2H5OH)]�N and composed of [MnCl6] and

[MnCl5(C2H5OH)] octahedra (Fig. 2c) (Mn/Mn 3.716, 3.800,

3.744, 3.907 and 3.960 Å). The Mn/Mn distance in the 1-D chain of

a-Rb[MnCl3(H2O)2]
24 is 4.538 Å (Fig. 2d).

The organic BEDT-TTF layer of crystal 1 has an a-type

packing and is composed of inclined donor stacks (Fig. 3). Two

independent BEDT-TTF radical cations are nearly flat (the

folding around the S–S lines between the central and outer parts

of the BEDT-TTF fragments is close to 3�) and have the same

charge, 0.5+, according to the stoichiometry of the compound

and analysis of the bond lengths in the TTF-cores following the

formula proposed by Guionneau et al.25 From the symmetry

point of view the stack is not uniform but symmetrically non-

equivalent intrastack interactions show the same characteristics:

large and almost equal interplane separations of 3.81(4) and

3.85(4) Å and similar overlapping mode with only transversal

molecular displacement, which is very strong since the inter-

planar angle between molecules from adjacent stacks is very large

for a-phases (88�). There are many short S/S intermolecular

contacts (#3.70 Å) between the stacks in the radical cation layer,

which are shown as dotted lines in Fig. 3, and listed in Table 2
Fig. 3 The radical cation layer of 1. Short S/S interstack contacts are

shown by dotted lines. Non-equivalent intermolecular interactions are

labeled from a to f (see Table 2 for the interaction energies).

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
while the shortest intrastack S/S distance is 3.870(2) Å. The

long molecular axes of BEDT-TTF from adjacent layers are not

parallel (Fig. 1) and the associated angle is 44�. The donor and

anion layers interact through hydrogen contacts from ethylene

groups of BEDT-TTF radical cations to anion ligands; the

shortest (C)H/O and (C)H/Cl distances correspond to 2.72

and 2.85 Å, respectively.

Note that few radical cation salts with conducting layers of

a type have been structurally characterized. Thus, the comparison

of the present a-phase with the well known isostructural family of

molecular metals a-(BEDT-TTF)4[MHg(SCN)4] (M ¼ NH4
+,

K+, Rb+ and Tl+), which exhibit many intriguing physical

properties1a (Shubnikov-de-Haas effect, gigantic angle-dependent

magnetoresistance oscillations, magnetic phase transitions,26

magnetic field-induced CDW transitions and superconductivity27),

is worthwhile doing.

The calculated band structure for a donor layer of 1 is shown

in Fig. 4a. This band structure shows both similarities and

differences with those for other a-phases calculated with the

same computational approach.28 An important difference

concerns the bandwidth along the two main axes of the BEDT-

TTF sublattice (i.e. b* (G / Y) and c* (G / Z)), which is now

more typical of a two-dimensional system. This is mainly due to

the fact that in 1 there are no band gaps at the Y or Z points. This

makes the situation somewhat different from that in classical

a-phases, such as a-(BEDT-TTF)2[KHg(SCN)4]. In order to

more closely analyze the relationship between the crystal and

band structure we have evaluated the strength of the six

different HOMO/HOMO intermolecular interactions in the

donor layers. The absolute values of the bHOMO–HOMO inter-

action energies29 as well as the S/S contacts shorter than

3.7 Å are reported in Table 2. These results clearly show that

the four types of the interstack interactions (c–f) are very close

in magnitude. In addition, interactions a and b within the

stacks are much more uniform and are considerably stronger

than in the related a-phases. The highly isotropic two-dimen-

sional network of HOMO–HOMO interactions in the present

salt is a quite unique situation among a-type salts. It is

interesting to note that, albeit being associated with long S/S

contacts (ca 3.9 Å), the intrastack interactions are quite strong.

This is due to the occurrence of four strong S/S contacts, all

of which have an almost pure s-character. These contacts are

the result of lateral displacements of the BEDT-TTF mole-

cules, which occur in such a way that the sulfur atoms of the

upper molecule are almost straight above the sulfur atoms of

the lower molecule. This provides strong interactions within

the stacks.
CrystEngComm, 2009, 11, 2102–2109 | 2105



Fig. 5 Temperature dependence for the transverse (Rt) resistance of the

single crystal 1.

Fig. 4 Electronic structure of 1: (a) Calculated band structure for

a donor layer where the dashed line refers to the Fermi level; (b)

calculated Fermi surface for a donor layer. G ¼ (0, 0), Y ¼ (b*/2, 0), Z ¼
(0, c*/2) and M ¼ (b*/2, c*/2).
Since there are four donors per repeat unit of the layer and the

anion has a charge of �1, there must be two holes in the four

HOMO-based bands of Fig. 4a. The symmetry of the lattice is

such that the two upper bands must touch at Z. Since the

HOMO–HOMO interactions are strong (see Table 2), these

bands are dispersive and partially filled. Thus, the salt must

exhibit metallic behavior as experimentally found. The calculated

Fermi surface is shown in Fig. 4b. It results from the superpo-

sition of almost circular pieces with an area of one cross-section

of the Brillouin zone (BZ). This Fermi surface would be similar

to that of the classical a-phases if the hybridization between

circular portions was stronger: in that case the closed portions

around the Y point would decrease its area and remain more

‘isolated’ from a slightly warped pseudo one-dimensional

component parallel to the b*-direction. In any case, the Fermi

surface shown in Fig. 4b does not exhibit any flat portion which

could be associated with a nesting vector, as is the case in the
2106 | CrystEngComm, 2009, 11, 2102–2109
classical a-phases, so that this salt should be a very stable 2D

metal. Thus, the conducting properties of 1 should be

very different from those of the a-(BEDT-TTF)4[MHg(SCN)4]

(M ¼ NH4
+, K+, Rb+ and Tl+) family.

The comparison of the crystal and electronic structures of 1

and those of the a-(BEDT-TTF)4[MHg(SCN)4] (M ¼NH4
+, K+,

Rb+ and Tl+) family clearly indicate that the origin of this

difference is mainly related to the differences in the stacking

mode. In 1 there is only one type of stack with practically iden-

tical donors (the HOMO energies of the two donor molecules

are very close, �8.496 and �8.482 eV) and very uniform as

well as quite strong interactions. In contrast, a strong dimeriza-

tion occurs in the salts of the a-(BEDT-TTF)4[MHg(SCN)4]

(M ¼ NH4
+, K+, Rb+ and Tl+) family, where one interaction

becomes very weak. An in-depth analysis of the electronics

structure of these phases28 clearly showed that this dimerization

is responsible for the pseudo-one-dimensional behavior along the

interstacks direction. In addition, in those salts the interstack

interactions are less uniform than in 1. Finally, in a-(BEDT-

TTF)4[MHg(SCN)4] (M ¼ NH4
+, K+, Rb+ and Tl+) there are

three crystallographically nonequivalent donor molecules with

different HOMO energies and in some cases this difference may

be quite pronounced. These facts are responsible for the gap

openings at the Y and Z points, which determine the quite

different character of the Fermi surface of the two types of a salts

and, ultimately, their different conducting properties.
Magnetotransport properties

The study of R vs T along the a axis showed that 1 is a molecular

metal stable down to 0.4 K (Fig. 5). At room temperature out-of-

plane resistivity of this sample rt (300K) is equal to about

80 U cm, which is typical of highly anisotropic quasi two-

dimensional organic conductors. The magnetotransport prop-

erties of the single crystals were examined at T¼ 0.4 K. The R(B)

dependence is presented in Fig. 6a for the field orientation B||a.

Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations, which are quite clear in

the expanded scale insert, were found at B > 10 T. The oscillation

spectrum consists of two main modes with considerably

different frequencies. One can see these two oscillation modes
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



Fig. 6 (a) Magnetic field dependence for the transverse resistance of the

single crystal 1 at T ¼ 0.4 K. The insert makes clear the oscillatory

behavior of the resistance at B > 10 T. (b) High frequency component

(F1 ¼ 4200 T) of the Shubnikov-de-Haas oscillations at B > 16 T. The

straight line corresponds to the oscillation maxima positions as a function

of the number n and demonstrates the periodicity of the oscillations in 1/

B scale. (c) Low frequency component of the Shubnikov-de-Haas oscil-

lations. The Fourier spectrum with a fundamental frequency F2 ¼ 244 T

is shown in the insert.
separately in Figs. 6b and c, where the resistance is plotted

as a function of the reciprocal magnetic field. To see the oscil-

lations more clearly, the monotonous component of the R(1/B)

dependence is subtracted from the curves for both figures. The

high frequency component F1 ¼ 4200 T is observed in the field

interval (16–17.2) T (Fig. 6b). The low frequency component

F2¼ 244 T, observed in a more wide field region of (10–17.2) T, is

shown in Fig. 6c.
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According to our energy band calculations, SdH oscillations at

B||a could result from two kinds of orbits in k-space: the classical

orbit a determined by the lens around the Y point of the BZ, and

the magnetic breakdown orbit b – ellipse around the point G of

the BZ (see Fig. 4). The area of the latter orbit must be equal to

100% of the cross-section of the BZ whereas the area of the

former one is about 11%. From these area values and from the

measured lattice parameters one can calculate the fundamental

frequencies of the SdH oscillations Fa ¼ 482 T and Fb ¼ 4090 T,

respectively. The larger experimentally observed frequency F1 is

in a fairly good agreement with the value Fb (the difference is

about 2.5%), while the frequency of the long-period oscillations

F2 is about twice smaller than the value of Fa, i.e. the experi-

mentally determined value for the lens area is about 6% of the

cross-section of the BZ. The difference between the calculated

and experimental values is a bit too large to be attributed solely

to deficiencies in the computational scheme which generally leads

to results in good agreement with experiment. The possible

reason for the difference can be assumed. Whereas the Fermi

surface has been calculated on the basis of the crystal structure at

room temperature, the SdH measurements have been carried out

at very low temperature. The area of the lens decreases when the

hybridization of the large ellipses increases, something which

occurs when the stacks are less uniform. Thus we believe that

a likely possibility is that the stacks become somewhat less

uniform as a result of thermal contraction. Low temperature

X-ray work is needed in order to test this suggestion.
Analysis of the magnetic susceptibility and evaluation of

exchange parameters

The temperature variation of the effective magnetic moment

meff(T) of 1 is shown in Fig. 7. We have simulated the magnetic

susceptibility of 1 in terms of a conventional model assuming

isotropic exchange interactions between Mn2+ ions. There is

some difficulty in the analysis of the magnetic properties of 1 due

to the fact that Mn2+ ions form infinite zigzag chains composed

of corner-sharing triangles rather than simple linear chains (see

Fig. 2a). In contrast with the situation for linear chains, not much

is known about the magnetic behavior of triangular antiferro-

magnetic zigzag chains; to the best of our knowledge, no

computational approaches are available in the literature for such

chains. In view of this situation, we use finite fragments of the

triangular chain to reproduce the experimental temperature

dependence of the magnetic susceptibility and to evaluate the

exchange parameters. Namely, calculations are performed for

a cluster composed of five Mn2+ ions forming a double triangle,

which represents the minimal translational unit of the zigzag

chain (see Fig. 7a). In this cluster, the magnetic coupling between

Mn2+ ions is described by the spin Hamiltonian

Hex ¼ �2J1(S1S2 + S2S3 + S3S4 + S4S5) � 2J2(S1S3 + S3S5) (1)

involving two exchange parameters, J1 and J2 (Fig. 7a), where all

spins Sn have the same value of 5/2 corresponding to the high-

spin 6A1 ground state of Mn2+ ions. The energy spectrum of spin

levels of this cluster is obtained from the numerical diagonal-

ization of the spin Hamiltonian (1) and then the magnetic

susceptibility is calculated using the van Vleck equation. The best
CrystEngComm, 2009, 11, 2102–2109 | 2107



fit to the experimental temperature dependence of the effective

magnetic moment is obtained with the antiferromagnetic

exchange parameters J1 ¼ �1.35 and J2 ¼ �0.85 cm�1. It is

important to note that at high temperatures (T > 100 K)

a noticeable deviation is observed between calculated (mcalc) and

experimental (mexp) magnetic moment (Fig. 7 a, curve 2); in fact,

at room temperature mexp is somewhat higher than the magnetic

moment of isolated Mn2+ ion (6.03 mB and 5.92 mB, respectively).

This may be due to the paramagnetic contribution of conduction

electrons in the radical cation salt. Alternatively (and even more

likely), this may be caused by a nonstoichiometry of poly-

crystalline samples of 1, in which the ratio between organic

radicals and manganese ions can deviate from the nominal value

of 1 : 1. To examine the latter suggestion, we have performed

calculations, in which the ratio b¼Mn/BEDT-TTF is allowed to

vary. A very good fit is obtained with J1 ¼ �1.70, J2 ¼ �1.50
Fig. 7 Experimental and calculated temperature variation of the effec-

tive magnetic moment meff(T) of 1: (a) results obtained for a double

triangle cluster, (1) experimental, (2) calculated with J1 ¼ �1.35, J2 ¼
�0.85 cm�1 and b ¼ 1, (3) calculated with J1 ¼ �1.70, J2 ¼ �1.50 cm�1,

and b¼ 1.18; (b) results obtained for a linear antiferromagnetic chain, (1)

experimental and (2) calculated with J¼�6.90 cm�1 and b¼ 1.18 (see the

text for details).
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cm�1, and b ¼ 1.18 (Fig. 7a, curve 3). The origin of non-

stoichiometry of 1 can easily be explained by the presence of

some fraction of other phases with b > 1 in the polycrystalline

samples. The majority of the studied crystals revealed a metallic

type conductivity characteristic of 1. However, a temperature

dependence of semiconducting type was observed on one of the

measured crystals. The latter was not identified by an X-ray

analysis because it had low quality.

In addition, we have simulated the meff(T) curve using an

analytical approximation for the magnetic susceptibility of

a linear antiferromagnetic chain with a unique exchange

parameter J, (Fig. 7b).30 In this case, the best fit corresponds to

J ¼ �6.90 cm�1 and b ¼ 1.18 (Fig. 7b, curve 2).

To verify the consistency of the fitting procedure, we have

estimated J1 and J2 using a microscopic many-electron super-

exchange model described by Mironov et al.31 In these calcula-

tions, we used an Mn / Mn charge-transfer energy U ¼ 10 eV

and the Racah parameters B¼ 700 and C¼ 3000 cm�1. The set of

electron transfer parameters for magnetic 3d orbitals of Mn is

obtained from extended H€uckel calculations19 using the projec-

tion procedure described by Lee.32 The calculated exchange

parameters J1 ¼ �4.3 and J2 ¼ �3.9 cm�1 are in reasonable

agreement with the fitted parameters (Fig. 7a). The absolute

values of the calculated exchange parameters are approximately

twice as large as the values of the exchange parameters obtained

from the double triangle model (Fig. 7a) with a very similar J1/J2

ratio; on the other hand, the calculated J1 and J2 parameters are

smaller than J obtained from the linear chain model (Fig. 7b).

We can therefore conclude that the calculated and fitted

exchange parameters fall into the same energy range and have the

same sign (antiferromagnetic). Small antiferromagnetic exchange

parameters are generally consistent with the behavior of the

meff(T) curve, which is typical of an overall weak antiferromag-

netic coupling between high-spin magnetic centers.
Conclusion

The molecular metal a-(BEDT-TTF)2[Mn2Cl5(H2O)5], which

contains conducting organic layers and polymeric

[Mn2Cl5(H2O)5]�N chains responsible for the magnetic proper-

ties, is an interesting new member of the family of BEDT-TTF-

based radical cation salts with chloromanganate(II) anions. It is

an a-phase very different from the classical ones of the a-(BEDT-

TTF)4[MHg(SCN)4] (M ¼ NH4
+, K+, Rb+ and Tl+) family

because the topology of radical cation stacks leads to a set of very

isotropic HOMO–HOMO intermolecular interactions. Conse-

quently, this salt is a stable 2D metal. The 2D character of the

conductivity is confirmed by measurements of Shubnikov-de

Haas oscillations at 0.4 K in magnetic fields above 10 T. The

metallic behavior of the paramagnetic conducting BEDT-TTF

sub-system and antiferromagnetic correlations in the polymeric

anion layers are found to coexist for a wide temperature range

but the interference among them is not clear yet. The crystal

structure of 1 suggests a significant interaction of the conducting

and magnetic layers due to the presence of rather strong

hydrogen bonds coupling them. However, our results indicate

that the experimental magnetic susceptibility is quantitatively

reproduced in terms of an isolated Mn chain approach which

implies that there is no coupling between the localized S ¼ 5/2
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009



spins of the Mn2+ ions and the conducting electrons of the

BEDT-TTF layers.
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